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The opening sentence of the there statement of the 52nd Annual Meeting
.

of The Amf iCan Orthoicsychiatric Association says that "the value. a
.

.'countrY sets on its children is an inddx-of that country's level of

,

civilization. "The word "childrerr" like the generic "mankind" is

used here and elsewhere as though it referred to both gales and

f6milles equally: In, reality, it rarely doeS:. Our expectations for
,

childhood' and the outcome 4rchildhocd t4te on quite different mean-

ings when one expressly, designates the "Child" as female..

I suggest that the: value,that this otountryplapes on the

female half of its child population is that of a'potentially valuable

servant in tHe.dictionarrdefinition sense of "one VtiO serves others."

I suggest -we have refined a socialization process which trains girls

to accept that role and which trains boys to expect girls to stay in

that role., Cara,Richards, the anthropologist and author, has written:

Enculturation and socialization are vital for the mainte-
nance of a society, since certain tasks must be performed

1-1 for any Society to oont4nte te exist. . . .To ensure the
rformance of these necessary tasks people gust want to

do whaphas.to be done. 1

-7? The "necessary tasks" that girls are being socialized to

want to do arp the serving tasks dedicated to the care of their future

husbands and children. This required socialization to a secondary,

supportive rolewill ultimately place -bur daughters in the position

of asatelite person revolving around and in reflected glory of someone

else's life. These serving tasks extend and continue in the female

intensive occupations--nurselserving patient and doctor, teacher serving

Children, secretary serving boss. It is not coincidental that 52 percent

A warocrf working are in clerical or service fields and by service is



meant beautician, waitress and so on. Or that of all professiopal
, . ,

women 50 percent: are elementai-y and secondary school teachers.
2

These jobs are the moveable parts of, theoccupational world. GeaPed

to start, stop and move'to meet the server's responsibility to the

family in regard to child care and the roves that may be necessary

to further a husband's career;

Even highly educated women with on-going careers are ex-

pected to put their husband's careers before their own as'well as to

be ultimately responsible for the emotonakand.physical well-being

of the family as differentiated from, aLthough dependent upon, the

financial well-being,

These are roles, sex roles, thatilour daughters are trained

has isolated e gene marked "child care" asto take. And why? No one

differentia

.2/

from one marked "child bearing." Neither is there a

sex-related gene marked "housework." Children need parenting and

houses need cleaning and nowhere is it written that these jobs can

be done only by people with uteruses.

But our.daughers and sons are brought up to believe otherwise.

A girl is socialized to serve, lov16gly, and ig exchange, if
4

she is pleasihg enough, she will hope to find someone who will "take

care of her" by pursuing the important job or career. It will be

dependence, not independence, which will be her crowning glory. .

We have, iii short,; come nowhere at all since Wollstonecraft

NIwrote'a book 200 years ago called The Vindication of the' 'ghts of Wbren

in which she said:
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. . . .Gentleness, docility, and' a spaniel-lifeaffection
are. . :consistently reco4rended as the cardinal virtues
of_the sex. . . .She was crea ed to be the toy of man,
his rattle, and it must jingle'in his ears whenever,
dismissing reason, he chooses to be amused. 3

We have *so long*een raising girls to those specifications

.

that,,as Simone de Beauvoir has written, we have managed to "produce

in women moral and intellectual effects so profound that they appear

to spring froM her original nature."
4
They were.not there in the begin-

nj-ng

Sigmund Freud said, "One'gets the impression that little

girls are mordinteli:gent and livelier-'ehan boys of the sere age."

He said,' '!The aggressive impulses of little girls leave nothing to be

desired in the way of abbndance ands violence. . . .The differences

.between the sexes are completely eclipsed by their agreements." 5.

However, to train the servantkO her role society works hard'

to extinguish that kind of behavior in girls, 'Hardly. anyone wants their

son to be called-"Momma's Boy" bUt."Dady's Girl" sounds just fine

conjuring up as it does visions of pliancy, lap -top flirtation and

rewards handed out at a very early age for the ability to be sweet,

manipulative and dependent. We socialize very young boys to be
k

pendent, fierce and brave--but not " Daddy's Girl."

One of the funniest efforts to portray little girls as

naturally sUbser4ient was set forth by Freud himself when he made

same interesting assumptions about toilet training. He noted that

girls.are able to make use of the bathroom sooner than boys and he

attributed this to "pliancy" on the Partof the girl. It had nothing

to do with her ability, to use her intelligence and the muscular control

)
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which girls usually gain sooner than boys to make herself comfortable.

Certainly not.- It was "pliancy." Boys, however, are asserting their

wills, showing their strength of Character and independence by refusing

to use the bathroam,and using their diapers instead. 6

4cording tot Dr. Freud soggy pants shows strength of Character

anf dry pants shows pliancy. It is the beginnihg of a long haul for

the little'girl watthing her abilities go unrecognized d demeaned.

She goes to nurgery school, this lively inte,)ll.igent assertive

person that*Dr. Freud had noticed and again, in another way, she is

often told she is weak and incapable. She is asked to deny whather

body and mind tell her in order toplay the sex role of "little girl."

Here comes Mary to complain to the teacher that she is being'

bothered by Johnny. Does teacher say, "Listen, you're as big as Johnny

--even a little bigger.
Go back and stand up for yourself. You don't

have to be afraid of him." 'Certainly not. Teacher says, "Now, you don't

need to'play with Johnny.- LI4s play rough. Boys play different) than

Tittle girls. If you don't want to get hurt, stay away." Paren etically,

of'course, if Johnny should run to teacher with the same complaint, we

may be assured,tfial he would be told to stand up for himself, tobe brave.

Little girls up to p
at least are as big andstrong as

t

boys of the same age and often gger and stronger because girlstgrowth

spurt comes sooner. Why does teacher 11 the girl to retreat, to

be fearful, to sty away? It isn necessary. It isn't reality. But

. it is expected. T1egirl learns that'she is expected to pretend that

she ip weak, ;yen she
'\isn't; that she must not fight for her righti

with males even if er rights are being usurped; that head-to7head

U
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contention with males is not something that appropriate for females;

and that she must manipulate the situation by getting someone else to

stand up for her because no boy need listen to her; And what she is

learning little boys are alsb learning every step of the way. r.

Boys are learning that they need pay no attention to their

female peers unless'sameone else tells them they must. They are

learning who is the.last socially acceptable scapegoat, the last group

which our society allows and encourages them, by birth, to feel superior

towards. This superior attitude taeard females, allowed and reinforced

in childhood will affect all their later relationships with adult worilln

whether on a professional or a personal level.

In case the little girl doesn't get enough socialization to

satelite person in her personal relationships, she can always turn on

the T.V. I did a study on "The Images of Females on 'Saturday Morning

Children's Television Programs" monitoring for five hours of a Saturday

for four consecutive Saturdays. I recommend it to you -as an educational
4

experience. If a girl wktches the Saturday morning children's programs,

the will see herself following'the boys around, watching then have

adventures. She will see herself failkng and being rescued by same

boy. She will see adult skomen portrayed as nags and shrews when nobody

likes, not their dhildren, hot their husbands and they rarely have any

friends.

The little girl can turn off the TV and go to the toymthop

for Something to cheer her up. .She will look in vain fot the female

picture, on the box that will tell her that an active or)intellectual
Wm.

toy is appropriate for her. It is her brother's picture that is on
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the science sets, the more adult games and the sports equipment. Her

pictue is on "her" toys--the boxes that contain the.toy brooms, babie$0

sinks, stoves and hair dryers. The server must learn to serve and to

loorCattractive:whiledoi t.

Eric Eiiksen, philosopher and analyst, says that the most

important thing children should be developing at this pre-school stage

is initiative. Initiative is a necessity for whatever a child wants, to

do from fruit gathering, to a system of enterprise, to painting, to

inventing. First one must have the initiati to start before anything

can bedone. But it turns out that Erikson, like others, doesn't

really mean

stage three

pleasure in

children. He means boys. He splits the children of his

of development into boys and girls and speaks for boys of the,

attack and conquegt, by which I take him to mean.reeting a

problem and conquering it. In girls, however, this pleasure in attack

and conquest becomes in Erikson's words "'catching' in the more

aggressive firm of snatching or in the milder fOrm of ma ing oneself

-attractive and endearing. It 7

Why may not little girls simply attack a'problem as Erikson

suggests little boys should do at this stage? Why must they "snatch"

at a pryblem. Further, setting for a lore-school girl the developmental

(/ task of making herself "attractive and endearing" is almost- obscene'

One has only to transpose that mandate to a pre-school boy and set

his developmental tat, not at intellectual and physical development

but at only making himself attractive and charming to knave how warped

is a societal or philosophical concept that wants to start training

ti
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its-sex Objects to the proper behavior while they are still in

nursery schobl.

Like litt16 girls in Old China whose feet were bound until

the bones were broken and mangled and the girl or woman could never

4move freely again, our gins find their exuberance, initiative and.

assertiveness bound in by small andlarge societal expectationi of

what is "Proper" for little girls to do. Haying lost that_freedom of.

phySical and intellectual movement and choice in their early years,

they are forever curtailed.

But what happens when the little gir-enters the educational

setting.iahere she will be required to spend five days a week, nine

9

'month of the year for at least ten years? Surely the State is not

training her to be a serf r. Consider. these quotes from a maaazine

article lauding a sex segregated elementary school class:

From studying the atom a boy's class moved,easily into a
study of nuclear fission. It is. unlikely that girls
would respond this way.

Mold can be studied from a medical standpoint by boys
and in terms of cocking by girls.

For girls, we use quieter games, fairy stories, and
games and songs which emplpasize activities such as
sewing and housekeeping. ° .

So on thoseeducational continuums which run from science at

oneend to salad at the.other, we can see where the educators have placed

all girls regardless of interest or capability- -and certainly irrespective

of the damage this Pigeonholing might do to a child's own aspirations,

self conce1t and mental health. "Daddy's Girl" '! s to cook and sew and

keep house. Excessive interest in nuclear fission or medicine might
. /

dilute her enthusiasm for the limitations of her designated sex role.

N
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We train the servers and we train those who will be served.

We have all seen the little girl pushed aside by the little boys who

take over the playground3at recess and refuse to allow her to join

their games. We.have seen the teachers, counselors and administrators

allow the boys to do it. Most educators, nowadays, would have sow

problems watching a group of bo shove aside and refuse to play with

members of acultural oy ethnic ority. But girls are different.

They are the last acceptable scaP:egoat.
o 1

Tht teachers use it theMSelves. "If you are not good,.

you will have to sit with the girls,." Try "If you are not qood,-

you'll have'to sit with the Blacks.:( Try setting up a spelling

-r`: contest by saying "Today we are cpi to play the Blacks agairist the

Mhites.." Try "I want the Bladks to ne up on this side and the

Whites oa this side and that's the want you to line up to care

in or §o out of the classroom every " 'Try "Good morning, Blacks

and Whites."

We used to like to say that 3,.i -was practically instinctive

that,boys wouldn't play with girls--thOtitencyperiod and all that.
4

;:^.- -

Today with the advent of the free s6hoo1:and*the open classroom
1,

encouraging cooperative behavior among all students, it is'impossible

to pretend that boys and girls cannot work and play together happily
f

and successfully in elementary school. Boys and girls will work'and

play together when adults tell them'it is"all right and support and

. encourage that behavior.

But even'among enlightened educators the variations of the

sweet little, weak little "Daddy's Girl%syndrome die hard. When the

4%) 4



teacher asks her eight year old boys to bring the milk from tiq'

refrigerator down the hall while assigning the girls to pass out the

napkins,"She or he is reinforcing stereotypic occupations'fpr girls

and boys. And if the teacher says s/he does it'because boys are

"stronger", then girls are being taught orICO more to shut their eyes

to reality and to act out what society requires rather than what their"

senses tell them is true. Most elementary school girls are as large

or larger than their male classmates.
9
But the message to deny one's

capabilities will sink in with the rest of the proscriptions. The

helpless female isn't born. She is raised.

And the boy is being raised top. He is spending all of his

formative years absorbing the message that it is not appropriate for

him to work or play with a girl as an eqUal. He is told that it is

more appropriate for him to be with the boys. He has even been told

that-it is a disgrace to sit with the girls and that any game he plays

will become less if a girl takes part. Why should anyone expect him ''

to grow up to be a man who feels comfortable with women who are

competent, skillful equals? If a woman does the job, it must be of

less worth; therefore, we must keep them out to keep our prestige up.

Bruno fettelheim has said that in these early years, it is

rare indeed for girls to hear the slightest suggestion that they might

one day do the interesting work of the world quite as well as a man,

10
or even better.

It isno.wonder/. then, that studies show that boys in

elementary school have better feelings about being male. They have

opportunities to demonstrate their confidence and assertiveness. Girls,

ffi
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.however, feel less confident about their accomplishments and adequacy.
11

IThey are not very happy about being female either. And why should

they be? They can't do this and they can't do that. They aren't

wanted here and they are pariahs there., Stretching and reaching. and

asserting and moving is not what. they can do. It is what they can

watch bilys do. Who wouldn't rather be a. boy?

It becomes not so surprising in ew of. Ate message of

the adults, the media, the textbooks, an&the world that studies

indicate that by the fourth grade--age NINE--girls have limited their

choice of career to fdur-- ntrse, teacher, secretary and mother. At the

isame age boys are expanding their choices to everything from deep sea

diver to president to astronaut and including doctor, laviyer, merchant,

12
Chief.

,

Ginzberg, in his theory of occupatiConal choice, postulates

that we all make .our occupational choicesday first going through'a

dreaming stage until about the age of 12. From 12 to 17 years of age,

we try on a variety of roles and at age 17 we make a realistic choice.

Itlwould appear that like many other theories, his theory of occupational

choice was mace -with only half the population in mind. Girls don't even

dare to dream.' Nurse, Secretary., Teacher, Mother. All boxed in by age

nine.

J.
Of course those are allgood and worthwhile occupations. But

wouldn't we think it odd if all the boys in America had but fouroccupa-

tions in mind: medical assistant, clerical worker, teacher and father?

13

Wouldn't we think it odd to find no aspiring presidents or doctors or

lawyers?



And again this limiting of choice has nothing to do with

reality or ability. Girls do very wellin elementary school. They

read sooner and better than boys. They are more verbally skillful

and in elementary.soklool they are better in math. 14 But "Daddy's Girl"

has learned her lesson well. She is to be a server, an attendant,

a nurturer and she is certainly not suposed to mix to the boys

"gamest like lawyer, president, astronaut or doctor. And as her

teacher has been telling her, as the boys have been telling her, as

socie4ihas been telling her --even if she knows she has the strength

or ability to .do something that doesn't mean anybody is going to.
r

expect her to do it or that anybody wants her to try to do it. So

play it safe, nine,year old, stays in your place, dream nothing and K

risk nothing. Daddy's Girl knows where she belongs.

Resedrcri tells us that female under-achievement beginS at

about puberty. At puberty adult roles are beingstwiied.and adapted

to.. The Girizberi theory of occupational choice applies here- "young

people are trying on roles. Erikson, says that the critical problem

of adolescence is the problem of identity. He speaks of one's

meaning as evidenced in the tangible promise of a career in view..

But what does "careeN" mean for girls. 'Studies have shown that when

girls expressed an interest in engineering as a career, even though

they had the.necessary academic ability for that career,_ counselors,

both men and women, saw them as "deviant." Home economics was seen

as a more appropriate career.. Girlewho'chose engineering were seen

as in need of counselingnot becalle they needed help to achieve

their goal but because something was seen to be.deviant about them

'

and thp..i.r goal.
15



Ina large
survey of sex role

attitudes of ninth gradechildren who were from
mdjority and minority groups and all socialeconomic classes, children were asked if they

thought wives should
Work. The greatest

difference in attituoie
was between

middle class
girls who said "yes," and middle

class boys who said "no." Thedisparity of attitu des became
even greater

between those boys and
girls of high I.Q. That is, the higher

the boy's
I.Q. went, the more

likely he was to
have-already decided at ag4,11 that he

wanted his
16wife at home. If I.Q. is any

predictor of
capability at all, this

study is
indicating

that:tthse girls with the most
potential

capability
are the

ones most likely
to be married to persons who will not want

.them to utilize their
capability. One

interesting
difference in attitude

shoWn by these young people was that
holding I.Q. and social class constant,

the black
male.ninth graders were more

accepting than their white counter-
parts to having

wives with
careers.

The Broverman study.
17

which
attempted to daterMine whatclinically trained

psychologists,
psychiatrists.and social

workers saw
as a

prototype
"healthy" woman

discovered that the
clinicians,thought

women should be less
aggressive, less

competitive,.more
excitable in

minor crises,
more emotional,

more conceited
about their

appearance,
Ness

Objective and
disliking math and science This would seem to

.fit very well with how girls
at45216icence are expected.

to behave.They are being
trained to fitthe

societal *Cs that wceen arechildlike,
emotional,

incapable of rational
decisions and notinterested in

91emanding careers. Girls
are socialized and expected

to behave in this
stereotypic

"feminine" manner. They are criticizedif they
don't and damned as "silly4if

they do.

I
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The state of the girl child at adolescence is one of intense

pressure to pull, back into the satelite position as preparation for

her futuie role. Wnat independence she had is new turned in and her

total self wprth depends on which boy or how many boys find hel' worthy.

She tries on the career of the wife at home as she waits passively by

the phone for a call from a male that will tell her that she's "all

right." She is encouraged to flatter the buddina male adolescent and `

to trim her talents carefully so that they will not outshine those o

the boy. We talk of generic adolescence as a time of asserting ind

pendence, of finding one's own values, but once more we are not

talking about girls. Girls at adolescence trade in dependence

on their parents far dependence on their male friends and eventually they

will trade in that for dependence on a husband. We do not foster in-

dependence in girls at this time. Haw is it that clinicians, educators

and lay persons alik\tend to think this is an acceptable way for girls

,

to behave?

-
If we knew of a society which routinely and traditionally

taught its boys to pretend they were dumb, to not strive to do everp-

thinq they couldwith their intellectual and physical' capabilities,

to plan their lives to maintaining the lives of their families rather

than to creating lives of their awn, would we really believe that all

of this suppi ssive behavior would have no effect on the mental health

of those boys?

As Census Bureau statistics indicate, 2 out of 3 teenage

runaways are girls. The wonder is not that so many girls grow up to

lqad lives of quiet desperation and desperation. The.wohder is that

we are not all raving mad.
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Independence, of course, need not preclude marriage and

Children. But it will likely include them in a different way.

Mary Wollstonecraft spoke 200 years ago of the shallowness and

1

danger in educating girls to believe that beauty, charm and submissive

pleasingness will bring lasting happiness. She said instead that a

"perfect education" would render the girl--and the woman she was to

became -- "independent." It really is the only way a woman can be sure

that she is spending life with a person because she continues to

//
want to rather than because she has nowhere else to go.

,

We have stop socializing girls to be servers with

incidental jobs that are not real careers. It is cavalier at best

and 41 at worst to allay them to believe t there isno need

for them to plan a careful education for life- occupation or

career, The facts are:

o if a uumandoes not marry she can expect to work for

18
an average of 45 years;

,

o if She does marry, she can expect toowork fic&,an

19
average of 25 years;

. ,.

o since 1940 the numbers of married.Waren who work are

20
pp 320 percent;

o there are 7.4 million women working with school age

children;
21

o there are 4.8 million *Forking wciiefi with' pre-school

children;
22

o in the last decade the divorce rate is up 109 cent

23
and rising; and

o the majority of old people who are poor are worne4
24
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Qne needs an extremely accurate crystal ball to be able to tell a

girl anything but that she had better be prepared to be independent.
ry

The question remised by the theme the conferenceglow

do'we provide necessary services for those children and their families

who i addition need specialized forms of assistance to achieve their

ma$imum potential?"--is a question which must be read to also mean girl

children as a special group. What girl children need, at this point in

time, is an Affirmative Action Childhood to counteract the intensive 'and

crippling socialization process which pervades their lives whether at

home, in school, in therapy, in relations with adults, in the.media,

wherever they turn. If allowed to continue uninterrupted, it will

powerfully and negatively affect their4self concept, their aspirations

anil, therefore, their future.
.

'

-(
, . As Alice Rossi has po' out, the "childhood model' of the

is

quiet, good sweet girl will not produce.any women scientists, scholars,

25
doctors or engineers:" Girls are rewarded for being Fliet, following

directions and:being.."good.". Being quiet,,f6llowing directions and

7.

being "good" are nqt the attributes of'the achiever or the creato.

. 'The,Feis Study- -a longitudinal study of gifted people Who

were identified as gifted very early in their lives and w have been

followed for a matter of several-decadesshowed that the g' is and

boys whose I.Q.'s rose during elementary school were the children

who were "competitive, self-aSsertive, independent and daninant in

interaction with other children." The children whose I.Q.Is declined

during the same peribd were "passive, shy and dependent." It does not

take a great dealof (scholarly- thought to figure out which list of

7

I
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adjectives suit the current view of the female role in elementary

school--and elsewhere. Even more precisely, Maccoby asked the Fels

people, "What sort of developmental history mas necessary to make

a girl into an intellectual person." They replied, "The simplest way

to put it is that she must be a tardy at some point in her childhood."

The Fels people were probably not implying that cliMbing a

tree once a day was going to produce an intellectual. But "tarboy-

ishness" in a girl means that her life has not been proscribed and

her view of what her."role" is has not been prescribed and locked in.

What that may mean iSthat she feels free to choose and to grow. She

is not already socialized into a damaging preconceived idea of what is

"appropriate" for girls to do. Her mind and body are free to.go as

fast.far as her capability will allow. e must actively

encourage that freedoms and that growth..

That means that a girl must be seen as a person first and

et

not 6omeone's future wife or mother.' She must be accepted, on an

absolutelyeblual basis in tend of behavior and expectations ofe

behavior.

We have to help the little girl and the young wcmlAn

counteract the self hatred and feeling of unworthiness the advertising

media directs at her, when it tells her she must "make up" 14all her

shortcomings. With every turn of the dial and flip of the page she

is told that nothing about herself could possibly be acceptable- -not

her hair, her skin, her size, her bodyshe needs must move in a cloud

of internal and external deoderants in order for society to tolerate

her. As Marya Mannes pointed out some time ago, nobody expected

26
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George Eliot to be a beauty or worried about Joan of Arc's hairCut.

Nobody urged Marie Curie to dye her hair. 27

"Daddy's Girl" must become as much of a putdaan'as "Momma's

'Boy." She must be encouraged to never make herself less in order to

make a boy or a man appear to be more. She needs to be encouraged

to consider what sort of boy or man needs her to be less in order to

make himself more.

We must stop raising "Daddy's Girl" to act dumb, childlike,

helpless and sUbservient in order to attract'the eye of Prince Charming.

,..The unspoken but basic be4ef in the Cinderella Myth may be doing more

to thwart the devAppment'of the full potential of girls than we are

ready to fate. But face it we must. People sincerely believe that

every American girl is named Cinderella and that after she leaves

school at whatever level, she will only have to work for a little while.

until Prince Charming sweeps her off her feet. Then she will never have

to work or want ,o,york again. She and her Prince will live happily

ever afterentil they are both 100 years old at which time they will

both dieon the same day. That is the myth. The reality is that

Prince Charming'doesn't live here any more.

To repeat the statistics once more:

o forty percent of the total American work force

are Wen; 28

o even if a wanan remains married, she can expect to

work for an average of 25 years (45 years if she

remains single) ; 29
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o even if she has child eh, she can expect to work:

(Thirteen million women in the labor force are

women with children.
30

) ;

o even with pre-school children, 4.8 million women work; 31

o one out of ten of all women in the labor force are

pregentlY heads of families and one out of five minority

women are heads of families;
32

<
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o the divorce rate is up ,109 percent since 1962 and

rising;
33

o fathei's by and large,contribute less than half the

support of children:in divided families and enforce-

,

ment of payment is nearly non-existent;
34

o the median income If a fully employed woman with a.

college degree is less than that of a fully employed

man with an eighthgrade education;
35

o the longevity rate of women has increased 20.6 years

in the last 50 years while the men's rate has in-

creased only 13.8 years;
36

o Jcen outnurriDer warren in admissions to mental institution

two to one and have twice
37

many ulcers; and

' 38

o the majority of old people who are poor are women.

Remember that the children we know will spend most o;their

adult lives in the 21st Century, a world we may never see and can barely

imagine. If we are to free children--the boys and the girls--to live

in this century, let alone in that 21st Century, one thing is clear--'

e
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socializing them for the 19th Century role of Prince Charming and .

Cinderella is only to invite disaster.

Societies, 13oth now and in the past, have not only allaaed

but encouraged girls to grow into bonsai women, pinched off, shaped,

decorated, meant to fit into a home without too much trouble. 4.That

must stop. A new approach which will alibis?, for truly natural and

'Ow

strong growth must begin: The girl child must be encouraged to aspire

and be taught that independence is her strength as it is for a man.

It is a scary prospect.
Independent women have never been

fostered by society and we need to ask why. Ehat are we afraid will

happen if Women can choose in exactly the same way that men can choose?

What are we afraid.will happen if we raise our girls to hold equal,

access to the seats of power whether gowrnment, industry, church
r-

or labor? Why have ye worked so 'hard
keko-girls and women in their

place and is "keep" the right word because we knew that,otherwise they

wouldn't ?

Citing a study done by-the Vaertings in 1923, (sic)

Dr. Jegse Bernard writes:

.What we consider to be archtypically feminine,

pa sivity in love making, obedience, submissiveness'

to commands, and-rules, dependence on spouse,-fear-

fulness, modesty, chastity, bashfulness, maidenly

reserve, love of home, restricted outside interest,

tender care for babies, monbgamicinclination, interest

in bodily adornment, and love of finery--were merely

the qualities of subordinates, wherever, whenever,

male or female. (emphasis mine). 39

We must stopraisingtgirls to be suborVinates, even loving.

subordinates. And we must stop, raising boys to expect them to be so.
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Childbirth is nOw defined by the law as a'temporary disability.

Child care can be done by either a loving mother or a loving

'father. The state of the girl child is interdependent with the

state of the boy child as the state of the can will.be inter

dependent with the state of the man.

I believe that when we have given girls the-space and

encouragement they need to gros Freely ..;Ind completely and boys the (

reassurance and support they need not to be threatened by that

growth and freedom, we may have done more for the quality of future

life Than we can presently envision.

20/
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